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SECOND ORDER ESTIMATES
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(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. We provide a new approach to the commutator theorems of Roch-

berg and Weiss [10], Jawerth, Rochberg, and Weiss [6], Cwikel, Jawerth, and

Milman [4]. In particular our methods apply to non-linear operators of a

type commonly encountered in classical harmonic analysis (maximal operators,

square functions). As an application we provide an extension of a commutator

inequality of Chanillo [3] for maximal operators of fractional integrals.

1. Introduction

Given a compatible pair of Banach spaces A the classical constructions of

interpolation theory provide methods to obtain parametrized families of spaces,

with the property that if T is a bounded linear operator on the starting pair,

then T also will be bounded on the interpolation spaces. Associated with these

constructions are certain operators, Í2, generally unbounded and nonlinear,

which can be obtained by differentiation with respect to certain parameters

used in the specific method. For example, in the case of the Lp spaces, such

operators are given by Q.f = /log(|/|/||/|| ) or by £lfi = flogrJx), where

rf(x) = \{y: \f(y)\ > \fi(x)\ or |/f»| = |/(x)|, y < x}\. It is shown in [10]

and [5] that if T: A —*■ A is a bounded linear operator, F denotes the real

or complex method of interpolation, and Q = QF denotes the corresponding

associated operator, then the commutator [T, Í2] = TQ - QT is bounded in

the corresponding spaces F (A) as well as on the domain of definition of Q.

We refer to [5] for a detailed survey including an application to logarithmic

Sobolev inequalities. Among the applications given in [10] we mention the

proof that the commutators of singular integrals of Calderón-Zygmund type

and multiplication by BMO functions are bounded in Lp. In [4] it is shown

that one can obtain an explicit characterization of the domain spaces associated

with the real interpolation methods.

In this paper we provide a new, elementary, and possibly simpler approach to

these results. Moreover, our methods allow us to deal with nonlinear operators
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and thus provide a solution to a problem proposed in [5]. As an example we

extend a result of Chanillo [3] on commutation between fractional integrals and

multiplication by BMO functions to maximal fractional integral operators. We

also indicate how to handle some of the more general operators Q considered

by Kalton in [7].

The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we provide some background and

definitions and state the commutator theorems. These results are then proved,

in a slightly more general form, in §3. In §4 we prove a nonlinear version of

the commutator theorem and provide some applications. Finally, §5 contains

some further results that can be derived with our methods.

2. Optimal decompositions and quasilogarithmic operators

In this paper we focus mainly on the K method of interpolation. By the ob-

servations of [6], [4] and [5], our results can be seen to imply the corresponding

commutator results for the J and E methods of interpolation. Therefore, we

shall only review briefly the definitions for the K method and refer the reader

to the papers quoted above for more details on the corresponding theory for

the other real methods (cf. also (3.11) below). For background information on

interpolation theory we refer to [1].

Let A = (AQ, Ax) be a compatible pair of Banach spaces, which from now

on we shall simply refer to as a "pair." Recall that the K functional is the norm

of the space 2^t(A) — AQ + tAx for each / > 0, i.e.,

K(t, f, A) = K(t, f) = mf{||/0IU0 + 'll/ilL, •f = fo + fl,fieAi,i = 0,I}.

The interpolation spaces Ae     K — Ag     are defined for 0 < 8 < 1, 0 < q <

oo, by

Aeq = {f€l(ly. ||/||fl>? = cpeq(K(t,fi)) < oo},

where the function norm cpe is defined on measurable functions on (0, oo)

by

<t>$,q(h) = U°0[t~e\h(t)\fdtlt\  \

The purpose of the so-called local theory of interpolation is to study certain

operators associated with the computation of the K functional. Thus, we make

the following definition (cf. [6]): for each t > 0, we say that / = f0(t) + /, (/)

is an almost optimal decomposition if

\\f0(t)\\Ao + t\\fx(t)\\A]<cK(t,fi),

where c is a constant whose value is fixed beforehand, say c - 2. Given an

almost optimal decomposition we write DK(t)f = f0(t). Associated with any

such choice we have an operator Q^ K — Û, defined by

/• 1 />oo

Q/ = yo DK(t)fdt/t-1    (I-DK(t))fdt/t.
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We observe that, although Q, is well defined onA0tj,O<6<l,O<q<oo,

it is not bounded on these spaces. In [4] these operators Q are called "quasilog-

arithmic" operators. For a given A0    , we let Dome   (Q) = Dom(iî) = {f G

¿e^-nfGleJ and \\f\\DoniäJii) = ||/||Dom(íi) = ||/||fli, + \\Qf\\e,g .

The basic abstract results concerning these constructions are the following

two theorems.

(2.1) Theorem, (cf. [6]). (i) Let A, B, be Banach pairs, and let T be a

bounded linear operator, T: A —► B. Then [T, Q] = TÇl^-iljT is a bounded

operator from Ae     to Be    , 0 < 8 < 1, 0 < q < oo.

(ii)  T is bounded from Dome Jilj) to Dome g(Oy).

(2.2) Theorem, (cf. [4]). For a pair A, and 6, q, as in (2.1), let Ax g —

UeÂ0,g:\\f\\^0>g=<reJK(t,f)(l + \logt\))<oo}. ThenDomeJÇl1) =

Aiog,e,q-

Observe that (2.2) implies, in particular, (2.1)(ii).

3. Proof and extension of (2.1) and (2.2)

The original proof of (2.1) was based on the equivalence between the K and

J methods of interpolation (i.e., the so-called "'fundamental lemma"). One of

the problems with this approach is that it is not clear how to extend the result

to nonlinear operators. Concerning (2.2), the original arguments reduced the

proof, through the use of local retracts, to the proof of the corresponding result

for weighted Lp spaces. We provide here elementary proofs based on properties

of optimal decompositions and Hardy's inequality.

For the purpose of further extensions, we consider more general quasiloga-

rithmic operators. Let 6 G (0, \), q G (0, oo) and assume w is a positive

function on (0, oo) which is a "good weight" for the Hardy type inequalities,

i.e., such that

(3.1) cpe    (j'f(s)w(s)ds\ <c<peJf),

,(/)(3.2) cp6    (tj°° f(s)w(s)ds/s^<ccpe

hold for some c — c(Q, q) and for all functions /. We then define, for a given

pair A ,

r\ roo

Çlwf = ÇÎÂ.u,f = J   DK(t)fw(t)dt- J    (I-DK(t))fw(t)dt,

where DK(-) is an almost optimal decomposition. We set Dom(Qw) = {/ €

Ag : Çiwf g Ae } . Let v = v,w be defined by v(t) - /,' w(s) ds . In particu-

lar,' if w(t) = 1//, then Q„, = Q, u(t) = log t and (3.1), (3.2) hold.
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(3.3) Theorem. Suppose that w satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) for a given (6, q) G

(0, 1) x (0, oo]. Then

D(QJ = {fGAgq: \\f\\v,t,i = 0fl,,{(l + W(-)\)K(-,f)} < oo}.

Proof. Let / e Ae . A simple rearrangement of the integrals defining Q.w

gives

ft /-OO

toj = Jo DK(s)fw(s)ds-J    (I-DK(s))fw(s)ds - u(t)f

Therefore, using the triangle inequality,

ft fOC

K(t,Qwf+u(t)f)< j K(t,DK(s)f)w(s)ds + j K(t,(I-DK(s))f)w(s)ds.

It follows readily from the definitions that the following estimates hold (cf. [2]):

K(t,DK(s)f)<\\DAs)f\\Ao<cK(s,f),

K{t, (I - DK(s))f) < t\\(I - DK(s))f\\Ai < c(t/s)K(s, f).

Thus, we get

I' f°° ds
(3.4) K(t,Qwf + u(t)fi)<c     K(s,f)w(s)ds + ct       K(s,f)w(s) — .

Jo Jt s

Applying cpe     to (3.4) and using (3.1), (3.2), we obtain

(3.5) 4>e,q(K(t, ilwf+v(t)f)) < ccpeq(K(t, /)).

Using once again the fact that K(t, •) is a norm and (3.5), we have

(3.6) d>e,q(K(t, awf) - \u(t)\K(t, f)) < ccpg<q(K(t,f)).

It follows readily from (3.6) that cf>g   (K(-, Q^/)) < oo if and only if

4>e,qiWi')\K(;/))«*>,

proving the theorem.   D

We now extend (2.1) as follows.

(3.7) Theorem. Let 6, q, w, v be as above. If A and B are pairs and

T: A —► B is linear and bounded, then, for some constant c and for all f G Ag    ,

mr n\e,q = M<b.wT-tQztm)n9.i < m,,,-
Proof. Let / € A@    . For t > 0,

(3.8) cpgq(K(t,Cl-BwTf-TCl-Awf))

<cpgq(K(t,Q.^wTf + v(t)Tf)) + cpgq(K(t,u(t)Tf+TÇl-AtWf)).

The first term can now be estimated using (3.5) and the fact that T is bounded

on Ae . The second term can be estimated using the linearity of T, the fact

that it preserves the K functional, and (3.5). The result follows.   D
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(3.9) Remark. Notice that the assumption T: A —► B was used only to esti-

mate the second term in the right hand side of (3.8); the first term was estimated

using only the fact that T : Ae —> Bg . This observation can be used to ob-

tain a slightly more general version of (2.1), cf. (5.2) below.

(3.10) Remark. The weights w  for which (3.1) or (3.2) holds have been

characterized by Muckenhoupt [8] so that it is not difficult to come up with some

non-trivial choices satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) for some q and all 6 G (0, 1).

Observe, oriented toward the results of Kalton, that one such choice is

/ *               ex
W(t) = —-TZ^>

which is valid for 0 < 6 < 1, q > 1 , i/q < a < 1 . In this case, |^(i)l =

| log t\", and the corresponding operator Qw for the pair (L1, L°°) can be

defined by

&wf = -/logfyllog/yl0-1.

(3.11) Remark. There are other quasilogarithmic operators generated by other

methods of interpolation. For the / method it is shown in [4] that Í2y =

-Q^, and therefore all the results here and in the next section also hold for

these operators. Similar ideas can be used to deal with operators Q = QE

obtained through the use of the E method of interpolation. For this method

the corresponding Í2 's are defined by

/OO f 1DE(t)fdt/t-J   (I-DE(t))fdt/t.

4. Commutator theorems for nonlinear operators

acting on lattices

Let A be a pair of Banach spaces and DK(-) an almost optimal decomposi-

tion. We define the operators QQ , Qx by

"o/ = %,o/ = /'^(0/y,"1/=%,1/-/00(/-^(0)/y.

Then Q = Q0 - í¿, . The same type of arguments which proved (3.4) prove

(4.1)

K (f, £V- (log+ j) f,l\<c {j' Kis,fA)^ + tj™K(s,f, 3) J} ,

(4.2)

Kit, Q,/- (log+ t)f, A) < c y^K(s,f, 3)y + tJ°°K(s,f, I)^|.

Now assume A and B are pairs of Banach lattices; and, let T: A -* B

he a (non-linear) operator such that Tf > 0, T(afi) = |a|r/, for / e

1(A), scalar a, and satisfying the pointwise estimate \Tf(x) - Tg(x)\ <

\T(f - g)(x)\. For example, these conditions are satisfied by operators T ob-
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tained as the pointwise supremum of sublinear operators, in particular, most

classical maximal functions, sharp functions, area functions, g functions, etc.

(4.3) Theorem. Let T: A -> B be as above. For 0 < 8 < 1, 0 < q < oo, there

is a c = c(6, q) such that

\W,>n\e,q = \\n-BJTf-TÇl-Aif\\gq<c\\f\\gq,

for i = 0, 1, fGl(A).

Proof. Let t > 0, and let v(t) = log+(l/() if i = 0, v(t) = log+ t if i = 1.
Then

|0¡ ATf- TÇl-AJ\ < \a-BiTfi-v(t)Tf\ + \T(u(t)f) - r% ,/|

<\Cl-¡Tf-u(t)Tf\ + \T(u(t)f-Ci1:if)\.

Applying K(t, -, B) to the last inequality and using the readily verified fact

that Kit, Tg, B) < cKit, g, A), we get, in view of (4.1 ), (4.2),

K{t,[Qi,T\f,B)<cMtKis,f,2)^ + tJ0°Kis,f,Â)^\.

The result follows applying cpg    .   d

Restricting to the case A = B, it is now easy to see that if one Q. is bounded

in Ag , then [Q, T] is bounded for all nonlinear operators T: A —* A sat-

isfying the conditions above. For example, if there is a c > 0 such that

\\nj\\e,q<4f\\e,q for fiGÄg q , then

|[Q, T]f\ < |(Q0 - Ö,)7y-ß0771 + mr/- T(Q0 - Q,)/|

< \nxTf\ + |[Q0, T]f\ + \TQ0f-T(Q0 - Q,)/|

< 10^/1 + l^rj/i + |rß,/|.
Since Q, and T are bounded in Ag , we conclude that [Q, T] is bounded

in Ag by (4.3). An important example, in which Q, is bounded in Ag for

all (6, q) G (0, 1) x (0, oo], is the case Ax c A0 (i.e., the pair is "ordered").

This can be seen as follows: in the situation at hand we can choose almost

optimal decompositions in such a way that (/ - DK(t))f = 0, for t > 1, thus

the difference between the Q constructed using this decomposition and any

other Q is equal to Q, and is bounded by the commutator theorem (2.1 )(i)

applied to the identity. Consequently, from (4.3) we get

(4.4) Theorem. Let A be an ordered lattice pair and let T: A —> A be a

nonlinear operator as above. For every (6, q) G (0, \) x (0, oo] there exists

c = c(8, q) such that

\\[Çl,T]f\\eq = \\ÇlTf-Tilf\\gq<c\\f\\gq.
(4.5) Remark. For an ordered pair it is readily seen that £2, is actually bound-

ed from 1(A) — A0 to A(A) = Ax . This follows from the direct estimate

im/IL, < c\\A\Ao Si° dsls2 = CH/IL0 • However, let us observe that both Q, 's

cannot be bounded in Ag at the same time unless the pair is trivial, i.e.,

A0 = AX  (cf. [5]).
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As an application, let b G BMO, b > 0, and w = e . Then Lp(wdx) c

L"(w~] dx) andQfi = -(2/p)bf. Recall that if the BMO norm of b is small

enough, then w and w~ belong to the Muckenhoupt class A and, conse-

quently, the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M is bounded on Lp (w dx).

We can then apply (4.4) to the pair A = (Lp(w~x dx), Lp(wdx)) with q = p

and 8 — \/2, using a homogeneity argument to remove the restriction on the

BMO norm of b . Since Ax/2 p = Lp(dx), we get

(4.6) Theorem. If b>0 is in BMO, then

\\M(bf) - bMif)\\L» < ¿IWIbmoII/Hl' .        1<P < oo.

Similar results hold for the sharp maximal function, etc.

Let M   he the fractional maximal operator defined by

Mf(x) = suv\Q\-]+r/n [ \f(x)\dx.
xeQ Jq

Using an argument similar to the one above, together with results concerning

the boundedness of M on weighted if spaces (due to Muckenhoupt and

Wheeden [9]), we find

(4.7) Theorem. Let 0 < y < n, 1 < p < n/y, \/q = l/p - y/n, and 0 <

b G BMO. Let T denote the usual fractional integral operator or the maximal

fractional operator M   (as defined above). Then

\\Ty(bf) - bTy{f)\\L< < c||*IIbmoII-/1Il' .        1<P < oo.

The commutator theorem for fractional integral operators is due to Chanillo

[3], and a proof using complex interpolation commutators was given in [10].

For the maximal operators M   the result seems to be new.

It follows that (4.4) makes the local theory of interpolation available to deal

with the familiar nonlinear operators of classical analysis. We leave as an open

question whether it is possible to remove the restriction that the pair A be

ordered in (4.3). For a different approach towards answering this question see

[5].

5. Further extensions and remarks

A. We consider now conditions under which we can weaken the assumptions

of the commutator theorem in different directions. We assume only that T

is a bounded linear operator (there are of course some nonlinear versions of

this which we shall not consider here) on one interpolation space Añ „ , for

some fixed values of 80 and q0 , and in addition that T satisfies the following

condition: there exists a constant c > 0 such that if h : (0, oo) —► 1(A) satisfies

4>%%(K(., h(.)))< oo, then

(5-1) \,io(K{" r(/z(-)))} - C\-%{K{- h{-]))-

Clearly, (5.1) holds if K(t, Tfi) < cK(t, f) for / e 1(A), t > 0. We have
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(5.2) Theorem. Assume T satisfies (5.1), and let Q = Qw . Then there exists

an absolute constant c = c(8, q) > 0 such that

\\riT-TQKqo<c\\fKqg.

Proof. Proceed as in the proof of (3.7) but, instead of using the boundedness

of T on A to estimate the second term of the right hand side of (3.8), use

(5.1).    D

B. Higher order commutators. The process of taking commutators can, in prin-

ciple, be iterated. Thus, one is led to consider [[T, Q], Q], etc. In the theory

developed in previous papers it was not possible to do this unless Q. could be

chosen to be linear (i.e., the quasilinearizable case). We present a somewhat

more general result here.

(5.3) Lemma. Let H be a (possibly) nonlinear operator, acting on a pair A,

and such that

W WHfWe,q<4ñe,q>
(ii) <f>e<q(K(t, HMt) + HSlf)) < c\\f\\gq.

Then

\\[H,Q]f\\gq<c\\f\\gq.

Proof. Add and subtract Hfu(t).   O

(5.4) Lemma. If Q satisfies the property

cpgq(K(tMfiu(t) + CiCif))<c\\fi\\gq,

then H = [ii, T], where T is a bounded operator on A, satisfies the conditions

o/(5.3).

Proof. The usual computation.   D

In particular (5.4) holds for linear Q's.
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